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Abstract
Quantitative evaluation of software systems has not yet been accepted by practitioners. Early expectations especially into code analysis have not been met so far. Among several reasons for the rare use in practice we suppose a lack of empirical data, a dominant focus in research on formal aspects, an unreasonable embedding in the development process. The following paper deals with more technical reasons: lack of flexibility and usability of code measuring tools.

We outline a process model for quality assurance during the coding phase providing human reviews as well as quantitative evaluation. The model is based on the idea of permanently adapting measuring tools to the goals of a project which will result in a metric and review guided coding cycle. The system presented generates software measuring tools providing the necessary flexibility for quick adoptions at hand. The generator is equipped with a clear separation of language and metric description making both reusable when a new tool design is being generated. Experiments with several commercial programming languages and most classical code metrics proved the claim of flexibility and usability.

We postulate that quantitative evaluation can work in practice if metrics, project constraints and management goals are matched within a local process of collecting empirical data.
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1. Introduction

Software quality assurance (QA) has been a serious issue for industrial developers for at least ten years now. Nevertheless quality assurance groups have never been provided with essential rights to interfere in actual development. The typical QA group is a team of rather learned people whose specific knowledge is not used to an appropriate extent, though. Only within a few conscious development environments at least software document reviewing has been established. The acceptance of QA methods in practice is at the lowest level even concerning quantitative approaches: Software metrics - could not provide the project information expected and
- therefore were scarcely applied.

Meanwhile research has been done to overcome the gap between the theory of software metrics and their application. [3], [25] suggested process models for implementing quantitative quality assurance. Some case studies on practical experiences have been reported (e.g. [20], [15], [32]). Nevertheless mainstream research still behaves as if it were necessary to market the use of software metrics as such ([35]). This is a clear sign that despite the work mentioned above, metrics and especially code metrics have still not yet proved to be successful in practice. Among the various reasons we presume

A focus on formal aspects: many collections of formulas have been suggested (e.g. [26], [1], [10] or [37]) that should map software characteristics like complexity, information contents, structure of data flow, structure of control flow. Obviously most of the metrics that have been suggested during the last 15 years are of a certain mathematical and statistical beauty. But they did not really bridge the gap to
the needs of software engineers at work. Practitioners want project oriented information. Mostly this is much more than aggregating measures on single code lines.

A lack of empirical data: though many experiences have been reported, no general theory has been derived from them. Probably this is impossible within the variety of today’s development conditions. Results are reliable only within a certain environment and cannot be transferred easily. At least up to now no parametrized theory based on empirical results has been derived, that would allow for a reasonable customization and application in another development environment.

The embedding in the development process: In practice code metrics as means of quality assurance are applied usually before a piece of code is on the real job but after fulfilling functional requirements and testing. This is why many developers feel about code metrics as if they were some unnecessary appendix. Quantitative requirements to code have to be embedded in the development process together with other quality assuring activities like e.g. a reviewing procedure. This process serves the purpose of quality guided development which can establish a sort of local standard (112).

Though it is often expected, it is impossible to gather information which is above the level of static semantics, e.g. on the quality of mnemonics or the readability of code comments, relying on code metrics only. Code metrics are no substitute for other quality assurance activities.

Metrics are most effectively defined, adapted or modified by each quality assurance group on their own by collecting local information and extracting local standards. One condition is a certain comfort in defining metrics and actual measuring. In fact this uncovers another important but underestimated technical reason for practitioners’ low acceptance: a lack of flexible tools.

The following paper deals with a tool that supports the generation of code measuring tools in a flexible way. It serves the purpose of quick and simple definition, adaption, and modification of code measuring tools used during the development of a SW-project. The concept provides independence of metric and language definition. Usually measuring tools are designed for one specific language (one specific compiler) and a certain set of metrics. Separating the descriptions of language and metrics from each other makes

- the metric descriptions reusable and
- the number of definitions just growing linear with respect to the number of languages and metrics.

Part 2 of this paper deals with a quality assurance process designed for adapting code metrics to local conditions. A generator for measuring tools, that enables the quality assurance group to make quick tool changes and its internal technical solution is described in part 3. In chapter 4 the actual generation of a tool is presented and some experiences are reported. Part 5 outlines an example of using a measuring tool for metric guided development. Above all, the key issue to an actual use of quantitative techniques is their organizational embedding.

2. A process for creating, assuring and standardizing code quality

We mentioned above that quantitative code analysis will be more successful if

- it is applied together with other quality assurance activities,
- it is properly embedded in the process of quality guided development with respect to technical and organizational aspects,
- it focuses on gathering information and assuring standards which are local with respect to a certain domain of projects within a developer’s business environment.

In the following we sketch a practical model for both quantitative and qualitative analysis which defines a process of quality guided programming. It will make clear that a flexible tool for code measuring is only one piece in a bigger mosaic. Though it is a necessary condition.

Adjusting metric definitions to project goals and standards is an iterative process collecting experience by measuring actual code and slowly minimizing the gap between the abstract project goals on one hand and the measuring results (metric values) on the other. It is a process of matching metric values and project constraints which should be guided and performed by the quality assurance group. Speaking more generally, this cycle process serves as a mediator between the project management and its programmers.
Nevertheless, it is unreasonable to derive information on code quality from code metrics only. We regard quantitative code analysis as one means of quality assurance. In the following the process of reviewing code by team members and experienced senior programmers is taken as an example for further quality assuring activities among others. Nevertheless we will focus only on metrics for details.
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**Figure 1: The metric-engineer's organizational embedding in a software development department**

We outlined that metrics will be at their best if applied locally with respect to determined types of projects and organizational and economic premises. To build up and maintain significant information requires a person, who is close enough to the software development team to be sensitive about their needs on one hand, but who is on the other hand not involved so much as to get overrun by the project's milestones and deadline pressures like it often happens to the programmers.

We call this position metric-engineering. The metric-engineer is a person within the quality assurance team (see fig. 1). He/she supports the project manager in planning quality issues and measures the actual software which programmers produce. He/she holds the same organizational position as e.g. the person who is responsible for the process and quality of code reviewing. Collecting information through metrics needs an experienced software-engineer with supplemental knowledge on formal methods of quality assurance and a solid background in literature of software metrics and models close to that.

Figure 2 shows a code quality assuring process in which the metric engineer's holds an important position. Three roles have to be considered: The project-manager (PM) serves as an expert for the goals of the whole project, a metric-engineer (ME) knows about metrics and models for rating the possible alternatives to achieve the project's goal and the software-engineers (SE), who implement the product following the technical model and a set of given metrics.

In the following paragraphs the steps in figure 2 are briefly described. A practical example is discussed in chapter 4.

**Analysis of goals:** The process starts with the PM's analysis of the project's goals (e.g. reusable code, high quality documentation, meeting deadlines, etc.), identifying the range of possibilities to achieve these goals and setting levels of necessary quality requirements for these alternatives.

**Goals/questions/metrics:** The PM and the ME meet to deduce questions, criteria and quantifiable categories from the goals, which can yield quantitative information about the achievement of the goal. From this catalogue of questions a set of metrics will arise, which has to be measured in order to answer the questions. On the basis of these metrics the possible alternatives to solve the problem get evaluated, cost and benefits are being estimated (GQM, see [3]).

**Selection of metrics:** The PM and ME decide, which alternative to realize as their first choice. For each metric identified in the previous step, they establish value-tables, which should be met when the task is finished: minimum, maximum, and a favorite value. The metrics get weighed, as to make the relative importance meeting their values obvious. At the end of this step the measuring tools are generated.

**Metric guided programming:** Software engineers and programmers are informed about their subtasks and the metric suit defined before. Usually the metric engineer provides them with the generated measuring tool. The software engineers start planning, designing, coding, and testing. They
should know the principal goals of low maintenance costs and fast reaction to bugs identified at the time of production.

**Figure 2: A process for gathering, adapting and controlling standards for quality oriented coding**

**Evaluation and rating:** While the SE works on the solution of his problem, the ME measures or helps to measure the newly developed pieces of code and provides feedback to the SE such as to enable him to adapt his style of working to the metric-tables if necessary. Partly this should already happen in the phase before through the programmers' self control. During the phase at hand metric-tables can get changed too, in order to fit "coding reality". In both cases the loop back to phase "metric guided programming" is taken. If the SE's results and the metric-model meet, the cycle advances to the following step.

The benefit in comparison to the usual review process is: The ME can concentrate on the parts of the product which seem to be more complex and less documented. In order to be able to fine-tune his
measuring tools for the various projects in the software development department, the ME will certainly need an environment which enables him to shape his metrics in a simple way. This is the idea of the measuring tool generator described in part 3 of this paper.

Revision of metrics: The degree of fitness of the PM's qualitative requirements is compared to the actual results of maintaining the quantitative indicators. The border-values and weights of the metrics get adapted. These new metric-tables can be used during step two of a similar project, where, if project constraints are comparable, the previous metric-table can serve as a useful initialization.

Within the whole process of quality-guided development one can regard the so-called quantitative evaluation as one special form of review. To say it in other words: anything that can be automatically measured by SW metrics could be a result of human review, too. But reviewing is costly. So one of the goals of any QS group should be to move criteria control from human reviewing to metric analysis as much as possible (see fig. 2).

Putting the above cycle into actual work requires a tool which can be adapted easily by the metric engineer. It is obvious that adaption is somehow permanent, therefore the client and not only the tool vendor has to be capable to generate new tools. The best place for this tool would be that of a component of some development framework (e.g. a CASE-tool).

3. Independent definition of language and metric: a flexible tool as a necessary condition

Code analyzers and measuring tools are useful for the automation of formal source code evaluation. They are of particular use during the phases of testing and maintenance of ill-documented source code. Traditionall code analyzers have been built one by one including the knowledge of the programming language to be parsed and the code characteristics to be evaluated. This approach is of limited flexibility. If the language to be parsed or the metrics to be measured change, any adaption is difficult: the internal structure of the measuring tool must be known to the person performing the change. The use of parser generators like Lex and Yacc for language definition is a simple way of improvement which we applied here. Within these the functionality of the code analyzer is stored in semantic actions scattered all over the language definition in EBNF.

In case of a change in grammar (e.g. due to extensions) it is quite easy to adapt. However if you want to evaluate code according to different sets of metrics the metric procedures have to be coded by hand into several instances of the grammar representations.

A quality assurance group typically experiments with different sets of metrics over different programming languages. Reuse is desirable in this case.
A clear separation into two independent representations made obviously sense: in one the language is formally defined and in the other the metric algorithm. These two modules communicate via standardized event messages thus making both modules reusable on source and object code level.

3.1 The basic architecture of the tool

If you want to implement measuring tools for N metric sets on M programming languages, M x N tools are needed. Traditionally each of these M x N tools have been coded. Separating language and metric definitions, the effort can be reduced to M + N implementations. Figure 3 illustrates the potential of savings through separation.

Fig. 4 shows the overall structure of a measuring tool: It consists of the three parts language description, event manager and metric procedures. The language description consists of a language grammar description and tokens. Standard events are provided there to be triggered at appropriate times during measurement. The analyzing metric procedures are operations which compute metric values and generate output. The event manager serves as an interface between language and metric definition. It can understand a set of standard events which are generated by the language part and routes them to the appropriate procedure in the metrics part. So the event manager provides two services:

- "enter_event" enters a relation of a standard event to a procedure, which shall act upon this event at run-time, into a routing table at initialization time.
- "event" routes a particular event via use of the routing table to a metrics procedure at parsing time.
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Fig. 4: The basic architecture of the generator

Figure 5 shows the actual process of generating a measuring tool. Lex and Yacc are used for language definition and formal grammar yielding C-code. The second input is a collection of C-functions (see bottom middle) to define the metrics. These inputs are linked together with the fixed C-code of the event manager. Linking them constructs an executable measuring tool.

3.2 Generating and adapting a metric tool

In the following the internal structure of a measuring tool as well as the flow of data and flow of control within are described. After establishing the connection between events and procedures, control is passed on to the EBNF-grammar rules in the language part which represent the syntactic structure of the text input. The lexical analyzer identifies tokens. During parsing the analyzer triggers standardized event messages which invoke the routing service of the event manager.

The event manager uses the event table to find and call the associated metric procedure. Any active metric procedure has access to the current context and status of the analysis. The metric procedures compute the metric values, produce output and return the control to the syntactic parser.
The input to the measuring tool is structured text according to the language definition in source code like the Pascal statements in Fig. 7. Measuring results are collected as global data in the event manager. In fact any output event procedure can be defined producing printouts or file-dumps at any desired status during parsing. Fig. 6 shows a sample cut of the code for the implementation of the Halstead complexity metric.
We generated tools for various practical and scientific purposes so far: e.g. a Modula-2 parser for a metric set around Lines of Code, Lines of Comment, Halstead, McCabe, Henry & Kafura and Rechenberg, which was used for evaluating more than 2000 short problem programs written by 500 students on 4 problem requirements. Since this early application we generated tools for PASCAL, C, C++ and Chill, implementing many major static code metrics for procedural languages and some for their object oriented extensions. In any case the presented concept proved to be successful with respect to reusability of metric descriptions.

4. Applying the tool within a quality assuring process: an everyday example

The generator's main design principles are flexibility and usability. These are characteristics on a purely technical and theoretical level at first. Dealing with "everyday software development" in industry these criteria come up in a more practical level also. The former has been described in part 3. The latter is illustrated in this chapter: The actual application of the generator covers the steps selection of metrics and metric guided programming (see grey area in fig. 2). The scenario at hand is a contract of a software developer whose client is conscious about possible maintenance costs. The process described in part 2 can be sketched by the following six steps:

Analysis of goals:
The PM has to plan a specific development project. In the contract it says that in case of high maintenance costs they have to be covered by the supplier. Therefore the main requirement is low maintenance cost over the product's life-span. Another requirement is a guaranteed repair-time of not more than one week in case of errors. The PM can define these requirements as more or less informal quality attributes. His/her message to the quality assurance group will be: Software must be cheap in maintenance, and short in errors that cannot be eliminated quickly.

Goals/questions/metrics:
With a first glance at the PM's goals the ME can see that they are too informal to be tested. They are also too imprecise to be used as guidelines for the production process. After some arguing on the issues of maintainability and "quick elimination of errors that occur" they agree on the criteria: 1) Any procedure has to be well documented. 2) Complex parts have to be documented intensely. They decide for lines of comment as a measure of documentation. To identify "complex parts of code" they take the measures of total complexity according to [21] with respect to one statement.
Selection of metrics:

The ME and PM set up metric-tables to specify their ideas of step two (see table 1):

Metric guided programming:

The metric engineer hands a tool (creation according to part 3) on to programmers, that allows for quantification of code due to the criteria developed in c). That tool will print out warnings, if the standards defined in the metric-table are not met.

Evaluation and rating:

Either in regular intervals or whenever the programmers deliver a piece of code the ME measures the product, interprets the numbers, and discusses his findings with the SE. This may lead to the SE refining his code (back to previous phase) or to the acceptance of the part of the product which is currently discussed (advance to next step).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Measure</th>
<th>minimum</th>
<th>maximum</th>
<th>favorite value</th>
<th>weight</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>comments at each procedure head</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>comment lines at each statement which enclose code whose McCabe complexity exceeds 4</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ratio comment lines to total lines</td>
<td>30%</td>
<td>60%</td>
<td>40%</td>
<td>0.3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Sample metric-tables as a constraint for coding activities targeting lower maintenance costs

Revision of metrics:

After completion of the project the PM and the ME meet again to discuss the success of their policy. They recognize that the code of the recent project is actually better documented as it is usually the case in the department. Due to the selective reviews of the ME during the project some major sources of errors as well as of confusion were removed through documentation or redesign. In the basic questions on maintenance cost and time to fix for errors they agree on having a log-book as a documentation of these items and on meeting for the purpose of a review every quarter. The experience gained in this process will be used to lift the quality of retuned metric-tables thus forming a department-wide learning curve.

Though we collected several experiences in applying the tool for different metrics and languages, we are still in an early stage with evaluating the use of the process described in fig. 2. Up to now we proceeded in testing metric guided programming in student projects of 15000-20000 lines of code in size. Groups of 5-8 people developed a software system from the phase of requirement engineering to preparation for maintenance during a whole academic year. The phase of coding took two months within that time span. We focused on simple metrics like the ratio of LoC and total lines, line oriented complexity limits and higher density of comments at procedure heads. Programmers' reaction was ambivalent. In a way they feel too strongly controlled by unreasonable rules. Obviously they have to be involved in the metric design procedure, too, in order to make them understand a code measuring tool not only as a cut to their creativity but as a useful facility as well.

5. Conclusion

Within this paper we outlined an approach for making quantitative evaluation of software systems useful for practitioners. This approach is based on the idea of developing coding rules locally. A process model has been described which assures quality-guided programming by using the techniques of quantitative evaluation. Its implementation affords a highly flexible tool for measuring source code. The internal structure of a tool-generator has been explained and also its application. On the practical level that tool concept provides flexibility and usability whereas on the technical level it provides a clear separation of metric and language definitions. Nevertheless, a good tool is just one technical condition for practical expediency of software metrics. Matters of organization and psychology are the subsequent "real" problems of the domain.
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